Godrej & Boyce Manufacturing Company Limited

Godrej and Boyce is one of the oldest and most respected companies in India with presence in a wide spectrum of products from Locks, Appliances, and Furniture to several categories of Industrial Equipment. While Godrej & Boyce enjoys trust of its customers for the Quality of products and services, the contribution of the company goes well beyond mere business interests.

Godrej has been contributing to the society, environment and nation through various projects for community development, primary and secondary education, conservation of mangroves etc.

Godrej has been associated with several projects of national importance and its association with India's nuclear power program dates back to 1980s.

Godrej & Boyce Mfg Co Ltd has supplied critical equipments for most of the indigenously built nuclear plants. These include Feed Water Heaters, DV Towers, and Accumulators etc. Godrej & Boyce's important contribution to other establishments under Department of Atomic Energy are Dipole Magnetic Core Assemblies for CAT, Ultra High Vacuum Vessels for SST Tokamak Project of IPR, Plasma Facing Components inside the torroidal shell of Tokamak for IPR, Neutron Beam Shielding installed in Dhrua Reactor for Inter University Consortium located in BARC.

To meet the growing requirements of sophisticated equipment for the nuclear power program manufactured under stringent quality requirements, Godrej & Boyce established Precision Engineering Systems (PES) Division.

Since its inception, Godrej PES Division is actively involved in the Indian nuclear power program. Godrej PES has manufactured and supplied extremely critical and high safety zone equipments like Drive Mechanisms, FM Bridge & Carriage Assemblies, Fuel Handling Systems Shuttle Transfer Inspection Bay, Air Lock Doors.

In recognition of its outstanding contribution towards Nuclear Power Program of India, the Indian Nuclear Society is pleased to confer the INS Industrial Excellence Award for 2005 to Precision Engineering System Division of Godrej & Boyce Manufacturing Company Limited, Mumbai.
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